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The art forger 
B.A. Shapiro 
F SHA 
 
On March 18, 1990, 
thirteen works of art 
worth today over $500 
million were stolen 
from the Isabella 
Stewart Gardner 
Museum in Boston. It 
remains the largest 

unsolved art heist in history, and Claire 
Roth, a struggling young artist, is about 
to discover that there's more to this crime 
than meets the eye.  

The Duke Undone 
Joanna Lowell 
F LOW 
 
An artist stumbles upon 
a naked duke and an 
unlikely love story 
begins in this 
captivating Victorian 
historical romance.  

When Royal Academy painting student 
Lucy Coover trips over a naked man 
passed out in an East End alley, she does 
the decent thing. She covers him up and 
fetches help. Trouble is, she can't banish 
his muscular form from her dreams as 
easily. Compelled to capture every detail, 
she creates a stunning portrait but is 
forced to sell it when the rent comes due. 
What could be worse than surrendering 
the very picture of your desire? Meeting 
the man himself.   

Stars of fortune 
Nora Roberts 
F ROB 
 
Centuries after 
guardian stars tied to 
the powers of fire, ice, 
and water fall to earth 
and place the fates of 
worlds in the hands 
of their finders, 
reclusive artist Sasha 

Riggs is drawn by vivid dreams to a Greek 
island to search for the fire star and 
passion.  

The last promise 
Richard Paul Evans 
F EVA 
 
Having followed her 
new husband to his 
native home in rustic 
Tuscany, Ellana 
distracts herself from 
her marital 
disappointments by 
caring for her 

asthmatic son, and re-evaluates her life 
when she meets American art lover Ross 
Story.  
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https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1957170/one?qu=duke+undone&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1280504/ada?qu=art+forger&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1280504%7EILS%7E2&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:249924/ada?qu=last+promise&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A249924%7EILS%7E2&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1587108/ada?qu=stars+of+fortune&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1587108%7EILS%7E2&te=ILS


The Da Vinci Code 
Dan Brown 
F BRO 
 
When an elderly 
curator of the Louvre 
turns up murdered, his 
body surrounded by 
enigmatic ciphers 
written in invisible ink, 
code-breaker Robert 
Langdon and French 

cyptologist are called in to unravel the 
clues to the killing, only to discover that 
the riddles are linked to the works of 
Leonardo da Vinci and to a clandestine, 
ruthless sect within the Catholic Church.  

The Goldfinch 
Donna Tartt 
F TAR 
 
Theo Decker, a 13-year-old New 
Yorker, miraculously survives an 
accident that kills his mother. 
Abandoned by his father, Theo 

is taken in by the family of a wealthy friend. 
Bewildered by his strange new home on Park 
Avenue, disturbed by schoolmates who don't 
know how to talk to him, and tormented 
above all by a longing for his mother, he 
clings to the one thing that reminds him of 
her: a small, mysteriously captivating painting 
that ultimately draws Theo into a wealthy and 
insular art community. As an adult, Theo 
moves silkily between the drawing rooms of 
the rich and the dusty labyrinth of an 
antiques store where he works. He is 
alienated and in love -- and at the center of 
a narrowing, ever more dangerous circle.  

Duma Key 
Stephen King 
F KIN 
 
Renting a house on 
the Florida coast after 
suffering a crippling 
accident and ending 
his marriage, 
construction 
millionaire Edgar 
Freemantle creates 

works of art that lead him to discover 
unsettling elements from his landlady's 
enigmatic family history.  

The secret supper 
Javier Sierra 
F SIE 
 
The Pope is 
determined to have 
da Vinci executed 
once he figures out 
why the nearly-
completed painting 
of the Last  
Supper contains so 

many heresies.  
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https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1394539/ada?qu=goldfinch&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1394539%7EILS%7E2&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1026090/ada?qu=duma+key&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1026090%7EILS%7E5&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:254812/ada?qu=da+vinci+code&qf=LANGUAGE%09Language%09ENG%09English&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A254812%7EILS%7E4&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:855089/ada?qu=secret+supper&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A855089%7EILS%7E3&te=ILS


Die in Plain Sight 
Elizabeth Lowell 
F LOW  
 
When Lacey Quinn 
inherits the striking 
landscapes done by her 
late, much-loved 
grandfather, she 
believes they are as 
good as anything 
hanging in museums. 
But the paintings now in 

her possession are more than the works of a 
talented master. They are anguished voices 
from the grave . . . crying murder! 
Lacey begins researching her grandfather's 
past -- and is rocked almost immediately by 
a strange series of violent events. Someone 
wants to steal her inheritance, to reduce the 
paintings to unrecognizable ashes in a 
suspicious blaze. Someone wants to prevent 
Lacey from examining her grandfather's work 
too closely . . .  

The Long Way Home 
Louis Penny 
F PEN  
 
Happily retired in the 
village of Three Pines, 
Armand Gamache, 
former Chief Inspector 
of Homicide with the 
Sûreté du Québec, 
has found a peace 
he'd only imagined 

possible. While Gamache doesn't talk 
about his wounds and his balm, Clara 
Morrow, his neighbour, tells him about 
hers. Peter, her artist husband, has failed 
to come home. Failed to show up as 
promised on the first anniversary of their 
separation. She wants Gamache's help to 
find him. Having finally found sanctuary, 
Gamache feels a near revulsion at the 
thought of leaving Three Pines.  

Gauguin: The 
Other World 
Fabrizio Dori 
GR F DOR  
 
A revelatory 
biography of an 
artist whose qualities 
as a man won him 
few admirers in his 
own lifetime, but 
whose talents as a 

painter would have an enormous 
influence on the art of Picasso, Matisse, 
and many more. 

The Swan Thieves 
Elizabeth Kostova 
F KOS 
 
Psychiatrist Andrew 
Marlowe, devoted to 
his profession and the 
painting hobby he 
loves, has a solitary but 
ordered life. When 
renowned painter 
Robert Oliver attacks a 

canvas in the National Gallery of Art and 
becomes his patient, Marlow finds that 
order destroyed. Desperate to 
understand the secret that torments the 
genius, he embarks on a journey that 
leads him into the lives of the women 
closest to Oliver and a tragedy at the 
heart of French Impressionism. 
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https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1532739/ada?qu=LONG+WAY+HOME+PENNY&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1532739%7EILS%7E3&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:187073/ada?qu=DIE+IN+PLAIN+SIGHT&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A187073%7EILS%7E2&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1754159/one?qu=GAUGIN%3A+THE+OTHER+WORLD&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1092903/ada?qu=SWAN+THIEVES&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1092903%7EILS%7E1&te=ILS


Leonardo Da Vinci 
Walter Isaacson 
B 759.5 LEO 
 
The best-selling 
author of Benjamin 
Franklin draws on da 
Vinci's remarkable 
notebooks as well as 
new discoveries about 
his life and work in a 
narrative portrait that 

connects the master's art to his science, 
demonstrating how da Vinci's genius was 
based on the skills and qualities of 
everyday people, from curiosity and 
observation to imagination and fantasy.  

Pablo 
Julie Birmant 
GR B 759.4 PIC 
 
This award-winning 
graphic biography of 
Pablo Picasso (1881–
1973) captures the 
prolific and eventful 
life of one of the 
world’s best-loved 
artists. Pablo 
explores Picasso’s 

early life among the bohemians of 
Montmartre, his turbulent relationship with 
artist/model Fernande Olivier, and how his 
art developed through friendships with poets 
Max Jacob and Guillaume Apollinaire, the 
painter Georges Braque, and his great rival 
Henri Matisse. Julie Birmant and Clément 
Oubrerie depict a career that began in 
poverty and reached its climax with the 
advent of cubism and modern art. 

Vincent and Theo: The 
Van Gogh brothers 
Deborah Heiligman 
B 759.9492 GOG 
 
The deep and enduring 
friendship between 
Vincent and Theo Van 
Gogh shaped both 
brothers' lives. 
Confidant, champion, 
sympathizer, friend-
Theo supported Vincent 

as he struggled to find his path in life. They 
shared everything, swapping stories of lovers 
and friends, successes and disappointments, 
dreams and ambitions. Meticulously 
researched, drawing on the 658 letters 
Vincent wrote to Theo during his lifetime, 
Deborah Heiligman weaves a tale of two lives 
intertwined and the extraordinary love of the 
Van Gogh brothers.  

A Like Vision: 
The Group of 
Seven and Tom 
Thomson 
758.1713 LIK 
 
A Like Vision is a 
lavish 
celebration of 
the legacy of 
Tom Thomson 
and the Group 
of Seven, 

Canada’s canonical landscape painters. The 
Group’s depiction of the rugged beauty of 
the Canadian landscape — from the coastal 
mountains of British Columbia to the north 
shore of Lake Superior, the villages of rural 
Quebec, and the rocky, windswept coves of 
Newfoundland — charged Canadians to 
experience their country in a bold new light 
and changed the face of Canadian art 
forever.  
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https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1621101/ada?qu=PABLO+BIRMANT&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1621101%7EILS%7E0&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1740911/ada?qu=LEONARDO+DA+VINCI+ISAACSON&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1740911%7EILS%7E1&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1713874/ada?qu=VINCENT+AND+THEO&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1713874%7EILS%7E0&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1916506/ada?qu=A+LIKE+VISION&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1916506%7EILS%7E0&te=ILS


Creative 
Watercolor and 
Mixed Media 
Ana Victoria 
Calderon 
751.422 CAL 
 
In Creative 
Watercolor and 
Mixed 
Media, popular 
watercolor artist, 

instructor, and author Ana Victoria 
Calderon shares her simple step-by-step 
techniques for painting exciting and 
colorful motifs by combining watercolor 
with a variety of other user-friendly 
materials.  

Painting in 
Acrylics: the 
Indispensable 
Guide 
Lorena 
Kloosterboer 
751.426 KLO 
 
The technical 
secrets of a 
professional 
painter for the 

best results and more room for creativity. 
Painting in Acrylics: The Indispensable 
Guide provides comprehensive guidance 
for painters of all experience. Realist 
painter Lorena Kloosterboer, known for 
her exceptional technical skill, starts with 
the basics and progresses to advanced 
techniques and professional practice. 

100 ideas that 
changed art 
Michael Bird 
709 BIR 
 
From the earliest 
cave paintings 
through to the 
internet and street 
art, this inspiring 
book chronicles the 
100 most influential 
ideas that have 

shaped the world of art. Arranged in broadly 
chronological order, it provides a source of 
inspiration and a fascinating resource for the 
general reader to dip into. Lavishly illustrated 
with historical masterpieces and packed with 
fascinating contemporary examples, this is an 
inspirational and wholly original guide to 
understanding the forces that have shaped 
world art.  

Botany for the 
artist 
Sarah Simblet 
704.9434 SIM 
 
Step-by-step 
drawing classes 
and detailed 
pages from 
Sarah's 
sketchbooks guide 
you through all 
the techniques 

that you need to draw plants successfully. 
Masterclasses by famous artists - from 
Renaissance masters to contemporary 
illustrators - showcase different approaches 
to botanical illustration over the 
centuries. Botany for the Artist is a visual 
feast, not just for anyone wishing to master 
drawing plants, but for gardeners, 
photographers, and everyone who is 
passionate about plants and how they are 
portrayed in art.  
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https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1557754/ada?qu=PAINTING+IN+ACRYLICS&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1557754%7EILS%7E0&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1944740/one?qu=CREATIVE+WATERCOLOUR+AND+MIXED+MEDIA&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1297120/one?qu=100+IDEAS+THAT+CHANGED+ART&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1162130/one?qu=BOTANY+FOR+THE+ARTIST&te=ILS


How to be an artist 
Jerry Saltz 
701.15 SAL 
 
Art has the power to 
change our lives. For 
many, becoming an 
artist is a lifelong dream. 
But how to make it 
happen? In How to Be 
an Artist, Jerry Saltz, one 

of the art world’s most celebrated and 
passionate voices, offers an indispensable 
handbook for creative people of all kinds. 
From the first sparks of inspiration—and 
how to pursue them without giving in to 
self-doubt—Saltz offers invaluable insight 
into what really matters to emerging 
artists: originality, persistence, a balance 
between knowledge and intuition, and 
that most precious of qualities, self-belief.  

Daily rituals: how 
artists work 
Mason Currey 
701.15 CUR 
 
"How artists work, 
how they ritualize 
their days with the 
comforting 
(mundane) details of 
their lives: their daily 
routines, fears, 

dreams, naps, eating habits, and other 
prescribed, finely calibrated "subtle 
maneuvers""-  

The Artist’s handbook of 
materials and techniques 
Ralph Meyer 
751 MEY 
 
Since 1940, when it was 
originally published, The 

Artist's Handbook has been indispensable 
for thousands of practicing artists and art 
students. The book has remained 
continuously in print through many 
editions and has some more than a 
quarter of a million copies. It is, 
as American Artist Magazine calls it, the 
"artist's bible," an invaluable reference for 
the painter, sculptor, and printmaker. 
With the assistance of Mayer's widow, 
Bena, and his colleagues, Viking and 
Steven Sheehan, Director of the Ralph 
Mayer Center at Yale University, have 
prepared this latest revision of the book, 
which is now completely updated and 
expanded.  

101 Things to 
Learn in Art 
School 
Kit White 
707.1 WHI 
 
What is the first 
thing to learn in 
art school? “Art 

can be anything.” The second thing? 
“Learn to draw.” With 101 Things to Learn 
in Art School, artist and teacher Kit White 
delivers and develops such lessons, 
striking an instructive balance between 
technical advice and sage concepts. 
These 101 maxims, meditations, and 
demonstrations offer both a toolkit of 
ideas for the art student and a set of 
guiding principles for the artist.  
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https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1784828/ada?qu=DAILY+RITUALS&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1784828%7EILS%7E0&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1803296/ada?qu=THE+ARTIST%27S+HANDBOOK&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1803296%7EILS%7E3&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1935178/ada?qu=HOW+TO+BE+AN+ARTIST+SALTZ&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1935178%7EILS%7E0&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1253293/one?qu=101+THINGS+TO+LEARN+IN+ART+SCHOOL&te=ILS


The art book for 
children 
Amanda Renshaw 
J 700 REN BK. 2 
 
The Art Book for 
Children (Yellow 
Book) is a fun and 

informative guide to 30 great artists and 
their most famous works, designed for 
both parent and child to enjoy together. 
The book encourages children to look 
closely at art and use their imagination to 
understand why artists choose to create 
the work they do and in the way that they 
do it. From the intricate details of the 
Limbourg Brothers' illuminated 
manuscripts to the dazzling Californian 
skies of David Hockney, every aspect of 
the works included here are discussed in 
an assessable and friendly style.  

Art A to Z 
Laura Gates Glvin 
J 700 GAL 
 
Finger painting. 
Impressionism, Mona 
Lisa and Origami! 
These are just a few 

of the words you’ll encounter in this 
unique rhyming book about the 
wonderful world of art. You’ll learn how a 
collage is made and become familiar with 
famous artists such as Vincent van Gogh 
as you make your way through this 
alphabet masterpiece. 

Bear’s picture 
Daniel 
Pinkwater 
J P  PIN 
 
A bear 
continues to 
paint what he 
likes despite 
criticism from 
two passing 
gentlemen.  

It began with a page: how 
Gyo Fujukawa drew the 
way 
Kyo Maclear 
J B 741.6 FUJ  
 
Growing up quiet and lonely 
at the beginning of the 

twentieth century, Gyo learned from her 
relatives the ways in which both women and 
Japanese people lacked opportunity. Her 
teachers and family believed in her and sent 
her to art school and later Japan, where her 
talent flourished. But while Gyo's career grew 
and led her to work for Walt Disney Studios, 
World War II began, and with it, her family's 
internment. But Gyo never stopped fighting -
- for herself, her vision, her family and her 
readers -- and later wrote and illustrated the 
first children's book to feature children of 
different races interacting together.  
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You can find other books in our online catalogue 
catalogue.gnb.ca 

https://www1.gnb.ca/0003/Pages/en/biblio-e.asp?code=po
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1860129/ada?qu=IT+BEGAN+WITH+A+PAGE&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1860129%7EILS%7E0&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1327201/ada?qu=ART+A+TO+Z&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1327201%7EILS%7E0&te=ILS
https://nbpl.ent.sirsidynix.net/client/en_US/default/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:931583/one?qu=ART+BOOK+FOR+CHILDREN&qf=LIBRARY%09Library%091%3ACAMPBELLTN%09Campbellton+%28Chaleur%29&te=ILS

